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Summary

Education

Employment History

Hobbies & Interests

My name is Marc, and currently I am currently 16 years old. Experienced in Xenforo, HTML, and CSS, my work
is mostly around Xenforo. Xenforo is something that I am highly experienced with. Pretty much, for the past 5
years,  you could say that Xenforo is something I am passionate for. My main hobbies are fishing, reading, and
playing tennis. I will be pretty honest, I use bad grammar when I am with friends and family, but I know when
to use both good and bad. My personality is being friendly and shy, but I will talk to people when its by myself.
I might come off weird or funny, but when I get to know someone, I guarantee will develop a relationship with
you on a deeper level.

Rancho Cucamonga High School
Diploma

Rancho Cucamonga, California
Graduating

May 2019

As of 2015-2019, I am attending Rancho Cucamonga High School. I take rigorous courses to challenge me, and
to stand out in college.

MCSales
Admin

June 2017 - August 2017

I was an administrator who ran backend for the forum. Basically, my job was to control and manage the VPS
that Xenforo was being hosted off of. I currently just check and make sure the status of the forum is up to par.

Guardian Network
Developer

May 2017 - Present

I am in charge of the forums and manage addons, templates, and more. My main job is to design, permissions,
and reports. This job is pretty easy for me.

My favorite activity to do in summer is fishing out in the coast of California for some Bass or Flounders. Fishing
is my favorite activity because I love bonding with my family, and it teaches you patience. The second passion
is my love for xenforo related websites. Xenforo software is so clean and easy to use, and I would love to mess



Professional Skills

Languages

with the software. Lastly, my third is, I love to read. Reading can help you through most of life. It teaches you
reading skills and I am very fond of it.

Bash: Expert
Xenforo Addon Configuration: Expert
Xenforo: Advanced
HTML: Intermediate
JavaScript: Intermediate
CSS: Intermediate

English: Fluent
Spanish: Conversational


